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Spring Break Travels

APRIL FEAR FREE TIP

Traveling can be fun with the entire family! Keep your furry family
members safe during your travels from parasites by keeping up with
Interceptor Plus. Interceptor keeps your dogs protected from different
kinds of worms, such as tapeworms, hookworms, whipworms, and
heartworm. Each dose lasts one month long and comes in the form of
a delectable treat that your dog is sure to enjoy! For our feline friends,
Profender is a great option to keep them safe from worms too!

Leaving the comforts of their

Schedule an appointment to talk with your doctor about the areas
your pet is traveling to, as heartworm disease is prevalent throughout
the US with varying hotspots.

defecating/urinating in the car.

Fleas and ticks are a large problem with the warmer months around
the corner. Keep both your cats and dogs safe through Bravecto! Just
like Interceptor, Bravecto comes as a treat but lasts 3 months long for
your canine companions that are 6 months of age or older! For cats, a
simple squeeze of our liquid version between the shoulder blades gives
them 3 months protection as well!

home can be stressful to some
pets.
Stress can be shown in many
different forms, such as overly
panting, trembling/shaking, and

This leads to unnecessary trauma
for both you and your pet that
can be remedied with some help!
Talk to your doctor about minor
sedatives and/or calming
medications to see which works
best for your pet!

UP NEXT
Heartworm Disease
Heartworm disease is transmitted through mosquitoes to your
pet and can take up to 6-8 months before the worms become
adults. This can affect your pets’ lungs, heart, and other internal
organs. This disease has been reported in all 50 states but is most
prevalent along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

- In our May Issue we will go over the
different kinds of allergies and how to
maintain them!
- Fear Free Tip!
- Learn about a different disease/illness

Your pet can be tested for heartworms through a blood test and
can be prevented through specific internal parasite medications,
such as Interceptor Plus for dogs and Heartgard for cats!

- More around our community

Learn more

Check out

by scanning

this map

- We are always interested in what you
would like to see. Have a business you
want us to feature? Have a pet topic
you would like to know more about?
Send us an email to let us know!

this code!

for hotspots

AROUND OUR COMMUNITY
“Community is much more than belonging to something; it’s about doing
something together that makes belonging matter.” – Brian Solis

Radio Bar

Diamonds in the Ruff

After their remodel, Radio Bar is now open and
ready for business. Stop by this cozy, local business
for some beverages and even delicious foods
ranging from their hot pot pies to their salty
pretzels! With the weather becoming warmer,
their patio will be open for you to bring your dog to
enjoy some time out of the house!

Does your dog need a little brush up on some
manners or your puppy need a safe space to get
some socialization? Diamonds in the Ruff offers
puppy classes and different levels of training
classes for you dog. They focus on positive
reinforcement training with their certified dog
trainers! Give them a call or register online for
classes today!

2408 West NW Blvd
Spokane, WA

Scan to go to
their website

